Frozen the Interactive Movie
Movie Scene
When the snowflakes are falling at
the beginning
As they cut the ice
When Anna wakes up Elsa
When Elsa and Anna build a
snowman
When Anna is struck in the head
When the king and queen ride
away on horses
When the troll says "It's the King"
When the boat sinks with the King
and Queen
When the staff says "Welcome to
Arendelle"
When Anna is sleeping
When you see the baby ducks
When Anna and the Duke dance
When they do the robot
When Hans proposes
When Oaken's family says 'you
who'
When Kristoff arrives to Oaken's
trading post
When the wolves chase the sled
When Kristoff talks for Sven
When Olaf sings "A drink in my
hand…"
Olaf dances with the bird
Kristoff and Olaf count
When the trolls roll in
Anna shivering
When Hans tells the other men
that he married Anna

Audience Action
Stick out your tongue and
pretend to catch them
Make a sawing motion
Shake your neighbor softly
Draw a snowman
Pretend to faint
Saddle up and gallop around the
room
Bow down on one knee
Fake cry
In a stuck up voice, "Ah Thank
you!"
Snore as loud as you can
Quack!
Dance like a chicken
Do The Robot with them
say "Girl what are you thinking?"
Say it with them
Say "Oh La La"
Howl at the top of your lungs.
Wiggle like a happy puppy
Take a drink of water.
Tap dance with Olaf
Count to 60 in a whisper
Do a Summersault
Shake your neighbor softly
Yell, "LIAR"

Olaf arrives to save Anna
Olaf uses icicle as a telescope
Anna freezes and breaks the
sword
Anna and Elsa hug
Anna slugs Hans
Kristoff says "I could kiss you"
Town people skate

Sweetly say, "My hero!"
Make binoculars with hands.
Make a dramatic statue pose and
stay frozen
Unfreeze from your statue pose
Belly laugh and high five your
neighbor

Make kissy sounds
Pretend to skate around the
room.

Bonus Features
Whenever This Happens
When someone hugs
When people bump into each
other
When you see a horse
When Olaf laughs
Elsa looks nervous
Anna says Love
Anna runs somewhere
You see Prince Hans smiling
Anytime Sven is running
Anytime there is a song
Anytime the crowds clap and
cheer
Anytime you see the Duke of The
Weselton

Do This
Wrap your arms around yourself and
hug yourself
Bump into the person next to you
Say "Neigh"
Laugh with him
Pretend to bite your nails
Hug yourself and say “AH Love”
Run in place
Yell: He’s a dirt bag
Stomp your feet
Sing along
Clap along
Yell "He's a weasel!"

